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Locke: Life & Context 
• Filmer’s Patriarcha supported divine right 
• Exclusion Bill 1679-80 
• 1680-3 Locke writes Two Treatises …Government 
• Algernon Sidney executed 
• 1688 Glorious Revolution: William & Mary installed on throne by Parliament 
• 1689-90 Locke publishes Two Treatises of Civil Government (anonymously)  

Locke - Ideas 
• Radical thinker - but favors reform !! 
• Not elitist or authoritarian 
• Liberty - esp. from arbitrary power 
• Individualism; natural rights, from natural law 
• Social contract; consent; use of representation 
• Property rights (life, liberty, health, estate) (87) 
• Limited government (constitutionalism) 
• Toleration 
• Right of rebellion (revolution) when rights violated 
• Favors reform 

What Is “Modern”? 
• Change from classical political  philosophy 
• Hobbes (Leviathan) boldly stated 
• Non-teleological, there is no natural purpose to human life 
• Society only emerge from agreement 
• Judgments of good/evil not refer to anything objective 

Enlightenment (1690-1795) 
• Locke at the beginning 
• Rationalism 
• Religion & toleration 
• Also part of British empiricism 

Natural Rights 
• Basis for rights, theory of limited government 
• Rights are discussed prior to state (prior in time & prior in importance) 
• Property= life, liberties, health, possessions, estate 
• Natural rights exist before government 
• Also are of higher importance 
• Thus government is limited 

Natural Law Principles 
• Rational universe; natural law; incl moral 
• Humans are reasoning & can organize society by natural law 
• Rights are part of natural order 
• Not forced to submit; may voluntarily create authority (social contract) 
• If established government gone wrong (violate rights), overthrow it 

Is Natural Law Innate? 
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• Essay Concerning Human Understanding  
• There are no innate ideas (how do we have anything in our mind?) 
• Laws of nature available to rational creature who studies it (2nd Treatise, 12) 
• Newtonian analysis of human mind; ultimate part of reality is atom 
• Empiricism (experience, not Cartesian innate ideas) 

How to Get Into Society 
• Agreement; social contract 
• Only social contract makes government legitimate 
• Consequence: government based on consent 
• Necessary presupposition: political order is radically artificial 

Civil Society & Its Creation 
• What is political power? (2, 3) government? (consent & society 95, then government 99) 
• Establishes representative government; uses parliamentary model 

Intellectual Background 
• Ties views into ancient/medieval views 
• Rights: Locke; v Hooker (duties 5, 15) 
• Natural law is reason (6, 10) 
• But self-love (13); renounced reason (11) 
• “Greater part” (123) 

How Locke & Hooker Differ 
• Hooker 
• Society: hierarchic, organic 
• Natural unequal 
• Emphasis on duties 
• Society natural 
• Locke 
• Society: individualistic 
• Political equality of consent (but unequal work & money) 
• Emphasis on rights 
• Society artificial 

Stages to Society, Contract 
• Process is historical (not like Hobbes) 
• From common ownership to private ownership; sparse population to dense 
• Emerges by consent (37); role of money 
• Property rights + acquisition allow escape from poverty 
• Open; social mobility; work ethic 

Compare to Medieval View 
• Locke ties theory into ancient/medieval view 
• Natural law 
• Says men are social 
• “Judicious” Hooker 

Influence on Liberal Democratic Views 
• Radical individualism 
• Republicanism 
• Theory of the negative state 
• Individual - liberty to acquire property 
• Individual - able to order life as he sees fit 
• liberty of conscience & opinion 
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Compare: What Should Government Do? 
• Primarily to make people: 
• Aristotle: good & happy 
• Bacon: progress in science; technology; comfort; hedonism 
• Hobbes: safe (from fear of violent death); & some commodious living 
• Locke: free & prosperous 

Life of Rousseau (1712-78) 
• Personality & life events 
• Geneva & France 

Rousseau & Romantic Reaction 
• Enlightenment: reason, mechanistic, very optimistic - on spread of knowledge 
• Rousseau: emotions, traditions, mores (habits) are very influential in fact 
• Evolutionary view; historical perspective 
• Men were “naturally” good, corrupted by bad institutions 

Rousseau & Works 
• Critique of contemporary society: 1st Discourse (Sciences & Arts) (1749-50) 
• Philosophy of history: 2nd Discourse (Origins of Inequality) (1754-5) 
• Fundamental principles of right for a society: The Social Contract (1762) 
• Education: Emile (1762) 
• Apply principles to _ (Corsica; Poland; political econ) 

Rousseau Overall 
• Emphasis is on free will 
• Not natural right or law 
• H & L put desire for rights in forefront 
• R: this gave license to seek personal interest at cost to community & civic virtue 
• “Enlightenment” made wealth/luxury more important; not care for whole community 

Major Themes 
• 1.  Real community; not alienation (refer to contemporary communitarians) 
• 2.  Compassion, pity, sentiment 
• 3.  People sovereign (not limit what government can do; respond to will of people) 
• Direct democracy; participation small state 
• 4.  General Will; beyond consent: on-going discussion & consensus 
• 5.  Stages in development of humans: 
• Animalistic solitary 
• Primitive society: pity 
• Corrupted by bad institutions 
• Made moral by social contract 
• 6.  Civic virtue (& civic religion & patriotism) 
• Not “will of all” or mere voting 
• 7.  Constitution found in human heart in customs, habits, mores (pp 14, 172) 

First Discourse 
• Indict modern science (& arts) 
• Moral degradation (p.5) 
• Science: technological application - increased luxury, convenience 
• Scientists: attack beliefs, traditions, commitments of fellow citizens, undermine civic-

mindedness (p.12) 
• Require much leisure, withdrawal from political activity; diminishes political virtue 

(12,14,15,16) 
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• Intellectual & artistic talent, differences; but elitism undermines democracy (21) 
Second Discourse 

• Man outside society neither good nor bad; no language; incapable of sustained thought 
(49) 

• From cause unknown, man obliged to work with others 
• Acquired language; develop understanding & emotions; capable of morality (52-3) 
• Did not consciously make society (stage to stage without understanding) 
• Society made man a moral creature; but more inclined to vice 
• This corruption is largely the effect of inequality (vanity & aggressiveness) 
• Overall: human “nature” is changeable 

Being Human 
• Specifically human characteristics: freedom; perfectibility  (45) 
• Fundamental passions: 
• 1. Preserve himself 
• 2. Pity (sympathy, compassion)  

Social Contract 
• Assumes you’ve read 2nd Discourse & place S.C. in theory of history (p.151) 
• Man changed nature over time 
• Rousseau: criticizes H & L for over-emphasis on individual self interest 
• H & L made community improbable & not defendable 
• Also criticizes traditional (A & Ch) idea of rational virtues & moral obligations 
• Rejects tradition of rational morality founded on natural sociability 
• Also rejects Hobbesian materialist philos based on calculation of self interest 

Society: evaluated & solution offered 
• Saw created human world as cause of evils around him 
• Importance of unity of a people (cultural, spiritual) 
• In society, man’s self-interest, pride 

Society & Solution 
• Individualism leads to breakdown of virtue & liberty & happiness 
• Soc Cont: attempt overcome immorality & degradation 
• When man’s will dominated by passion, caprice: called particular will 
• When ruled by reason is real will; real will in social context is General Will 

Social Contract - On 3 Levels: 
• Ideal: mutual recognition by each member of value of all others 
• Practical: real possibility from definite set of historically-evolved social relations 
• Reflective: indicates historical limits to project (legislator, civil religion) 
• Not contradicting self? (157,162) 

General Will 
• Describes an ideal (not specific how to attain) 
• Conditions, which are indispensable to true equality 
• 1.  Everyone entitled to take part in decisions all must obey 
• 2.  Make decisions as citizens, not as members of group 
• 3.  Citizens make their own laws directly; not choose deputies to do so for them 
• 4.  Sovereign assembly of citizens must not administer laws it has made 

Central Paradox 
• Social contract: unite all, yet each “obeys only himself” 
• “Remains as free as before”  p.148 
• Assemble forces by concurrence 
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• But force & liberty are chief instruments 
• How do this without danger? 
• Total alienation of all his rights to whole community 

Will of All v General Will 
• “Will of all”: voting 
• Merely adds up private, selfish interests 
• General Will: concern for others 
• Search for consensus; reduce selfish interest 
• Emphasize collective greater good 
• Discussion 

Rousseau & Compare 
• Rousseau: recapture political community 
• Hobbes: almost destroyed idea of community; men disconnected singulars 
• Locke: narrowed the political, exclude important parts: virtue, culture, mores 

Theme of Dependence 
• Failure to break free of insidious dependence = exploitation, servitude 
• Failure to achieve autonomy explains moral decay & personal discontent 
• Classical liberal: liberate from interference 
• Rousseau (& republican trad): liberate from dependence on others 

Freedom 
• One liberated from subjection to his lower nature in uniting with others 
• Freedom= obedience to law; law= expression of General Will 
• Moral rights emerge by conventions 
• Personal dependence on others avoided by dependence of all upon law (Gen.Will) 

Edmund Burke (1729-97) 
• Ireland; parents: Anglican + Catholic 
• Literary club, debated issues 
• Private secretary, Lord Rockingham 
• Practical politician, 30 years in parliament 
• Guide, “philosopher” of Whig party 
• Very able; not reach high office 
• Not primarily write pol philos; works 

Main Ideas & Concerns 
• Oppose French Revolution (terror, destruction) 
• Oppose philosophies (radical Enlighten) 
• Conservative; not anti-reform; not anti-liberal 
• Abstract ideas: little relevance to practice 
• Oppose abstract rights 
• Prudence; practical good judgment  
• Reform (early & temperate) 
• Favor order & community; not revolution 
• Favor prescription (legitimacy, long use) 
• Therefore favor preserving tradition 
• Favor establishments (plural) 
• Society needs religion 
• Rulers need to consider opinion 
• Human nature: 1st rude nature; 2nd higher nature (civilized) 

Prior to Burke 
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• Rousseau, organic, developmental, historical society 
• Rousseau’s thought: crisis in modernity 
• Hume, British skeptical, empirical, prudential tradition 
• French Revolution 1789; terror, Jacobins 

Burke: Attack “Metaphysics” 
• Not intend to create political “system” 
• Reasoned attack on abstract theorizing 
• Society artificial, but “metaphysical” divide: nature & history is nonsense 
• View of social contract (43-3)  
• Individual foolish; species is wise (210-11) 
• Prudence 

Rights & Prescription 
• Political community; humans are social 
• Rights inherently social; prescriptive 
• Prudence & critique of ideology (40-2; 1.1)  
• Rights? Oppose abstract; favor traditional rights (45; 64-5; 118) 
• Rights always socially based & connected to duties (46-7) 
• Pretended rights are always extreme  

Prescription & Opinion (see 2.2) 
• Historical growth; reform (161)  
• Prudence: direct all virtues; anti-utopian (S.C 693) 
• Prescription, long use legitimates (210)  
• Reason operates through tradition 
• Prejudice (= post-justice) 
• Is not irrational; is belief that most people do not trouble to justify 

Prejudice 
• Cumulative judgments, society over time (210-11; S.C. 705)  
• If we always waited to justify, we could never act 
• Rely on general “bank and capital” of nations & ages 
• This is fruit of experience & reflections 

Leadership: Natural Aristocracy 
• Pol skills distributed unevenly! 
• No qualification for government but virtue & wisdom! 
• Problem: tend to resist natural aristocracy 
• By monarch & social gentry of inheritance 
• And by mass wanting equal right to rule 
• “Democracy”: NOT a possible form (S.C.696) 
• Yet presume in favor of people  

Religion & Opinion 
• Opinion (“inherited”, affective) (128) 
• British constitution (unwritten, evolving) 
• Religion & opinion as basis of society (105; 118-19; 122-3) 
• Establishments: church, monarchy, aristocracy, democracy (105) 
• (Remember Burke not a Tory) 

Human Nature & Morality 
• Human nature: “rude” nature; 2nd nature higher, civilized 
• Essence of morality is self-restraint    (S.C. 697) 
• Humans need their inclinations frequently thwarted (2.1-2.2) 
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• So, rights include right to restraints on their passions 
Reform 

• Government purpose: development of intellect & moral of humanity; required society & 
government authority 

• Tradition, moral order; need pilot program; gradual reform 
• Revolution: favored Am Revolution; retention of long guarantee rights of Englishmen 
• Opposed French Revolution: tear down society; terror of Jacobins 
• Not revolution but “gentlemen” 128-9; S.C.708 
• “Rage,” frenzy pull down in 1/2 hour (3.2) 
• “Wisdom of a timely reform” 3.2 
• Reform “should be early” & temperate 3.2 
• Social contract? Reverence; partnership in all   1.2  
• Between living, dead, those yet to be born 

Representation 
• Defended representation in parliament 
• Resisted efforts by monarch & some aristocrat (king’s men) to interfere 
• Also opposed extension of franchise 

Political Parties 
• (Party & faction in late 1700s) 
• Party: necessary to responsible government (4.1) 
• Work in open & respect const conventions 
• “Necessity of honest combination” (4.2) 
• “Well-chosen friendship”; gentlemen 
• (Otherwise conspire instead of consult) 

Sacred Veil 
• Pull over beginning of regime 
• Beginning of all regimes includes violence, uncivilized 
• Need respect & authority of regime 216 

Compare to Rousseau 
• Emphasis on community, organic (not individualistic) 
• Social basis of rights 
• Historical development of society 

Compare to Federalist (& Kant) 
• Restrain appetite part of one’s nature as core of virtue (& sociability) 
• Use constitutionalism & rule of law 

Oppose Locke, Kant,  
• Do not favor abstract rationality 
• Oppose heavy role of theorizing 
• Oppose emphasis on individual rights 

Paradox 
• Despite Burke’s critique of abstractions 
• Able to take concrete pol events & appraise in light of general principle, common good 
• Incautious in his attacks on evils of French Revolution 
• While advocating caution, deliberation, & gather empirical facts 
• In Reflections spoke not to aristocrats but to English public 
• On behalf of aristocratic cause: natural aristocracy & timely reform 

Political Philosophy in Federalist
• The great experiment 
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• Enlightenment 
• Founders, fame, central ideas 
• What is the nature of humans? 
• Liberty, faction, popular government 
• Justice, constitutionalism 

Federalist Project 
• Addressed to wider electorate & to educate men who would vote on new Const 
• Publius (had saved a republic, not destroyed) 
• Goal of union not compatible with weakness of Confederation 
• Word “republic”: democratic content (208-9)  (not just absence of monarchy) 
• Implied import of mass of citizens 

Great Experiment 
• Government by reflection & choice? 
• Or always by accident & force (p.1) 
• Possible to have republican government that does not self destruct? 
• An experiment in practical philosophy? 

Enlightenment 
• Differences among French, British, German, Scottish 
• Kant defined it: man’s emergence from his self-imposed tutelage 
• “Dare to know” 
• Accept autonomy 
• Saw it as man’s claim to be an adult, responsible being 

Madison: Use of Various Traditions 
• Classical: man free, rational, ethical 
• Justice, common good as goal 
• Effort & education maintain const government 
• Calvinist: man sinful; reason normally limited 

From Ancients 
• Fraternity; virtues; character; long practice & stern testing 
• Sanctions of law, custom; community opinion 
• Civic effort could yield republican regime 
• Classical tradition: less emphasis on securing individual rights 

From Moderns 
• Locke: remove teaching of virtue & religion from political agenda 
• Natural rts; liberty, conscience, property, safety 
• Government from conscious will & effort  

Enlightenment, esp. Scottish 
• Look ahead to end of political, social tyranny 
• Constitutional government & education would help men progress 
• (This common sense philosophy was the outlook, ethos) 
• American; nationalist; influenced by Scottish (moderate) 

Founders 
• Use rational argument & abstraction from history or experience 
• Madison: very thorough notes 
• Founders: a “new order of the ages” 
• Madison studied with Witherspoon 
• (Reid & Hutcheson of Scot enlighten) 

“Fame” & the Founders 
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• Not mere mass popularity 
• Public, encourage one to make history 
• Has to be earned 
• Tradition of fame/honor: classical origin 
• Revolution led founders to redefine self-interest; noble motive? (p.405) 
• Washington presides; character; self-sacrifice 

Federalist; Rationalist 
• Unity of argument in Federalist; multiple authors, later diverge 
• Rationalist assumption  (p.1, 4) 
• Treat reader with dignity 
• Respects reason, good intent of reader 
• Note purpose, writing style, organization 
• Respect for the people; give government a civic face 

Structure of Text 
• #1-46 argue for stronger, more effective central (national government) 
• #47-85 deal with what kind of national government it ought to be 

Central Ideas 
• New science of politics (claimed advances) 
• Preserve individual liberty 
• Institutional restraints (auxiliary precautions) 
• Pluralism 
• Moderation (because close to justice) 
• Representation 

Wholly Popular Government 
• Wholly popular is goal 
• But previous popular government: all defective 
• Strictly republican “genius” (spirit, penchant) of Americans (208) 
• “New science” of politics (p.40) 
• Republican remedy for republican diseases (52) 

View of Human Nature 
• Ambitious, vindictive, rapacious 
• Love of dominion (22) 
• Momentary passions, immediate interests 24 
• Even greatest councils have history of factions, contentions disappointments 199 
• Not angels, ambition counter ambition 290 
• But gradations (195) 
• Faction, passion, narrow interest 
• Zeal in religion 
• Property, bias in own case (46-7) 
• Enterprising ambition, usurpations (277,290) 
• Reason when alone (timid, less likely swayed by passion) 
• Large numbers are mob-like (283,352) 
• Human nature is static, not changeable 
• Ambition, encroachment  277, 290  
• Mob (Socrates? Really?)  

Human Nature & Popular Government 
• Power has corrupting influence 
• But men commonly intend public good (400) 
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• Exclude people in collective capacity (355) 
• Paradox of popular government (45,49,39,208-9) 
• New “science of politics” (40) 
• Pessimistic view of human actions? #6,9,10 
• See history of petty republics (p.39 also 199) 
• Yes, “degree of depravity,” but also “other qualities” (p.314) 
• Republican government presumes existence of these other qualities 
• See also #1: choice & reason 

Faction 
• Define (#10, p.46, problem of majority faction, 48) 
• Problem: not protect rights or give justice 
• Extend “orbit”  “sphere” (41,51) 
• Many & diverse factions (commercial republic) 
• Problem of zeal (47) 
• Faction not simply modern party 
• Republican remedy (52) 

What Popular Government? 
• Not old republican tradition 
• Not radical republicans (anti-federalists) 
• Federalist on republicanism 
• Citizenship? Publius as statesman 

Individual Liberty 
• Liberty? Freedom? Choice 
• Not merely desire or wish 
• Real liberty: deliberation over changeable matters in our control 
• Bill of Rights? (483) 
• Parchment (276) 
• Auxiliary precautions 

Justice & Constitutionalism 
• Justice (#10p.48); reason, not passions (285) 
• What is public good? 
• Representation (50-1) v tyranny 
• Legislative bodies; mixed government? 
• Senate; stability (not mutable policy) (349) 
• Double security (347) 
• But necessity of energy in exec (391-2) 

Ancient & Modern Traditions 
• New Publius; classic republic vs. new active virtues 
• Less attention to cultivating virtue than classics 
• More egalitarian 
• Less egalitarian than Rousseau 
• Favor justice, moderation, “true interests” 

Liberty 
• Incl participation, voting, discussion, organizing, political entrepreneur? 
• Personal, private rights: security of person, property, religious persuasion 
• Right to refuse most burdens, responsibilities of republicanism 
• “Liberty”: muted tension between components (see #37 on tension p195) 
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